
  

  

  
  
  
  
 

 

Press Release 

Cosmos Business Systems completes HELP, 
the Emergency Operations Center in Northern Greece 

 
 

Athens, 01/09/2020 

 
Cosmos Business Systems undertook and completed the HELP project, a fully equipped emergency 

business center. The project was assigned after a competition by the International University of Greece 

and was executed under the auspices of the European program, with a total cost of € 277,000. 

The business center consists of a unit for the provision of telecommunications services (Command 

Center Container) and a unit for the provision of medical services (Medical Treatment Container). Both 

units are equipped with the necessary means to provide humanitarian assistance and to deal with and 

manage crises. It is worth noting that many different technologies were combined, some of which were 

Bonding technology for interconnecting systems, as well as satellite communication technology, and 

terrestrial and short signal technologies. 

The portable crisis control and management unit functions as a communication and command center 

of the operational units in emergency situations, having the possibility to be used for conducting 

meetings concerning the companies. While, the unit for the provision of medical services is a mobile 

unit, which is ready to be developed in any area for performing minor surgeries with a fully equipped 

operating room and the treatment of injured people in an inflatable convalescent home, with rollaway 

beds that can function as short hospital beds. 

Cosmos Business Systems is particularly proud of the completion of this project, as its importance, 

both for the company and for society as a whole, is significant. Cosmos’s team of technicians, which is 

constantly trained on new technologies in order to provide high quality services, played a key role in 

the smooth completion of the project. 

 

 



  
  

 
 

  

 

 

 
 
 

About Cosmos Group 

 
Cosmos Group (Cosmos Business Systems AEBE, COSMOS CONSULTING AEBE, CBS IT Systems Cyprus) is one of the 

leading companies in the field of integrated IT and telecommunications solutions in the Greek and Cypriot markets. 

Its turnover in 2019 amounted to €32 million and is addressed to large and medium-sized private sector and 

banking companies as well as to public and public sector entities. 

Cosmos Business Systems completed in 2018, 30 years of operation. 

For more information, Cosmos Business Systems AEBE, Marketing and Communication Department, Ms. Krommyda 

Vicky, tel.  +30210 6492 800 ext. 926, fax: +30210 6464 069, email: : krommydav@cbs.gr  and www.cbs.gr. 
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